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BOOK OF MATCHES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention. in general. relates to matches and. 

more particularly. to book matches or matchbooks as they 
are also on occasion known. 

Book matches are well known. A plurality of matches are 
attached to paper or cardboard extensions which in turn are 
stapled to an overlapping heavy paper cover. Each match is 
torn apart from the book prior to use. 

While book matches are ubiquitous they are not perfect. 
In particular it is often di?icult to sever one match apart from 
the remainder of the book. The paper or cardboard may twist 
instead of tearing. Sometimes a great deal of force is 
required to separate a match apart from the remainder of the 
matches contained in a match-book. 

Normally the match is grasped between the thumb and 
fore?nger. As the force required to tear the match apart from 
the match book increases. so too does the force required to 
hold on to the match itself. Therefore the person trying to 
separate one match apart from the remainder must. for 
hard-to-separate matches. increase the force that he is exert 
ing upon the match with his thumb and fore?nger simulta 
neously with an increase in the pulling force that he is 
applying. lest he lose his grip upon the match itself. 

This problem is exacerbated for certain people. such as 
the elderly or those with arthritis. Anyone who ?nds it 
di?icult to forcefully grasp an item will find it difficult to tear 
apart a match from the book when the match does not easily 
release. 

Accordingly there exists today a need for a matchbook 
that contains matches that are easy to separate apart from the 
book. 

2. Description of Prior Art 
Book matches are. in general. well known. They come in 

all variety of sizes and shapes and are often used for 
promotional purposes. ‘They all tend to have in common a 
plurality of matches that are attached to a central strip. 
During use each match must be separated apart from the 
central strip by tearing it off. 

While the structural arrangements of the above described 
devices. at ?rst appearance. have similarities with the 
present invention. they differ in material respects. These 
differences. which will be described in more detail 
hereinafter. are essential for the effective use of the invention 
and which admit of the advantages that are not available 
with the prior devices. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

It is an important object of the present invention to 
provide a book of matches that makes it easier to separate 
one match apart from the book. 

It is also an object of the invention to provide a book of 
matches Where the maximum force required to separate one 
match apart from the book can be a?ected. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a book of 
matches that is easy to manufacture. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a book 
of matches that is safer to use. 

Still yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
book of matches that produces a match base having a 
predictable length thereto. 
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2 
Still yet another important object of the invention is to 

provide a book of matches that produces a match base 
having the maximum length that is possible. 

Brie?y. a book of matches that is constructed in accor 
dance with the principles of the present invention has a 
plurality of matches attached to at least one central strip. 
Each individual match includes at least one method to 
reduce the amount of force that is required to tear the match 
apart from the central strip. The preferred methods for 
reducing the amount of force required include perforating 
the individual matches or scoring at least one side of the 
matches or a combination thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of a plurality of matches 
attached to a cennal strip showing several methods to make 
the severing of one match apart from the strip easier to 
accomplish. 

FIG. 2 is a view in perspective as shown in FIG. 1 as seen 
along the lines 2—2 therein with additional material absent 
the FIG. 1 drawing that shows a portion of an attached 
matchbook cover and also an additional match. 

FIG. 3 is a view in perspective as shown in FIG. 1 as seen 
along the lines 3—3 therein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Referring now to FIG. 1 and on occasion to all of the 
FIGURE drawings. is shown. a plurality of matches identi— 
?ed in general by the reference numeral 10. taken from the 
inside of a book of matches. the book of matches being 
identified in general by the reference numeral 38 of FIG. 2 
and discussed in greater detail hereinbelow. 

Eight matches are shown and are identi?ed respectively 
by the reference numerals 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. and 26 
with reference numeral 12 referring. in particular. to a ?rst 
match. 14 to a second match. 16 to a third match. 18 to a 
fourth match. 20 to a ?fth match. 22 to a sixth match. 24 to 
a seventh match. and 26 to an eight match. When it is 
expedient to refer to a particular match its reference number 
will be cited along with the particular name assigned to that 
reference number. When it is expedient to refer to all of the 
matches simultaneously. all of the reference numbers will be 
cited along with the name “the matches”. 

Each one of the matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. and 26 
contains a ?ammable match tip 28 that is attached to a ?rst 
end of a ?ammable match base 30. The remaining end of 
each match base 30 is attached to a central strip 32. The strip 
32 is usually attached to a matchbook cover 34 (see FIG. 2) 
by a staple 36 which passes through both the cover 34 and 
the strip 32 thus forming the book of matches 38. 
A plurality of strips (not shown) may be included within 

the cover 34 by placing each one of the plurality of strips 
adjacent to and atop each other. This is done when it is 
desirable to provide a greater number of matches (not 
shown) for use than the quantity of the matches 12. 14. 16. 
18. 210. 22. 24. and 26 that are attached to the strip 32 and 
contained in the book of matches 38. The FIG. 1 drawing 
shows the quantity of the matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. 
and 26 that are attached to the strip 32 as eight. although 
normally ten matches (not shown) are what are attached to 
the strip 32 and. of course. any number of matches (not 
shown) can be so attached to a modi?ed strip (not shown). 
The strip 32 of FIG. 1 does not include the matchbook 

cover 34 but it does reveal a pair of holes 37 that are formed 
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by the staple 36 (The staple 36 is not shown in FIG. 1.) when 
the staple 36 passes through the strip 32 and the cover 34. 
The cover 34 and the staple 36 have been removed from the 
view as shown in FIG. 1 to provide better detail of the 
improvements made. 

Referring to FIG. 2. the staple 36 is used to attach the strip 
32 or the plurality of strips to the cover 34 to form the book 
of matches 38. If desired. a plurality of staples (not shown) 
may of course be used as well as any other method of 
securing the strip 32 or the plurality of strips to the cover 34 
such as by the use of an adhesive (not shown). 
The staple 36 as shown in FIG. 2 appears to be o?'set from 

the center of the strip 32. This is accomplished in the FIG. 
2 drawing to reveal general details of construction of the 
book of matches 38 without the need to include in its entirety 
the strip 32. If the plurality of staples are to be used they may 
each be attached so as to pass through the cover 34 and the 
strip 32 where desired However if the staple 36 is used 
singularly to attach the strip 32 to the cover 34. it is 
preferable to do so with the staple 36 disposed near to the 
geometric center of the strip 32. 
The match base 30 and the strip 32 are normally formed 

of a single piece of either heavy paper stock or of a single 
piece of light cardboard. Either may be treated. if desired. to 
control the rate of burn. In either case they would contain 
cellulose as the primary combustible ingredient. Of course 
the match base 30 and the strip 32 may be formed of any 
material as desired and the improvements as herein dis 
closed would continue to apply. However it is necessary that 
the match base 30 be of a combustible material to prolong 
the ?ammability of each of the matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 
22. 24. and 26. 

Hereinafter. when the term “cardboard” is used it is 
intended to refer to either paper. cardboard. or any other 
material of choice for construction of the match base 30 and 
the strip 32. The cover 34 is usually also formed of a 
cardboard material stock similar to that of the base 30 or the 
strip 32 but lighter in weight and typically with a more 
attractive ?nish. However for certain decorative or promo 
tional uses. the cover 34 is comprised of whatever material 
is desired such as plastic. as the cover need not be combus 
tible. 
The strip 32 need not be combustible either. but present 

manufacturing cost constraints have required that both the 
strip 32 and the match base 30 for each of the matches 12. 
14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. and 26 be formed of an original single 
piece (not shown) of the same material stock that is then 
partially severed during manufacture to form each match 
base 30 and. ultimately. each one of the matches l2. 14. 16. 
18. 20. 22. 24. and 26. Therefore by this manufacturing 
method the strip 32 is formed of the same combustible 
material as the match base 30. Also. the match base 30 for 
each one of the matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. and 26 
remains attached to the strip 32 from which it was originally 
formed. Cardboard is normally used for this purpose. 
An abrasive strip 40 is normally attached to the cover 34 

and is used to ignite the match tip 28 and then. the match 
base 30. when the match tip 28 is slid along the abrasive strip 
40 so as to produce a rise in temperature from the resultant 
friction that is su?icient to ignite the match tip 28. 
The hereinabove recited description has addressed. in 

general. the known state of the art. The following description 
addresses with more particularity the improvements made 
thereto. 

Referring to FIG. 1. each of the matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 
20. 22. 24. and 26 include an improvement made to the 
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4 
match base 30 near the remaining end thereof to facilitate 
removal apart from the strip 32. In particular. the ?rst match 
12 and the second match 14 include a plurality of round 
inner perforations 42a respectively at the match base 30 near 
the remaining end thereof. 
The round inner perforations 42a are each contained 

entirely within the con?nes of the match base 30 as they 
each pass completely through the match base 30 thereby 
weakening the base 30 so that less force is required to sever 
the match base 30 apart from the strip 32. 
The ?rst match 12 and the second match 14 as shown also 

include a plurality of round outer perforations 42b at the 
edge of the match base 30 near the remaining end thereof. 
The only difference between the round inner perforations 
42a and the round outer perforations 42b is that the round 
outer perforations 42b are disposed at the side edges of the 
match base 30 and therefore the circular hole con?guration 
that the round outer perforations 42b would normally pro 
duce can not be entirely contained within the match base 30 
of either the ?rst match 12 or the second match 14. If only 
one-half of the circle is contained within the match base 30. 
then only one-half of a circle appears at the edge of the 
match base 30. as is shown. If the round outer perforation 
42b is adjacent to another match (as is shown between the 
?rst match 12 and the second match 14). then one-half of the 
circle produced by the round outer perforation 42b appears 
on the edge of the match base 30 of the ?rst match 12 and 
the remaining half of the circle appears on the adjacent edge 
of the match base 30 of the second match 14. 

If the inner round perforations 42a are to be used then at 
least one of the inner round perforations 42a is used for the 
match base 30 of the ?rst match 12 and the second match 14. 
By varying both the size of and the spacing between each of 
the inner round perforations 42a the tear characteristics are 
adjusted to produce a consistent tearing force while keeping 
manufacturing costs to a minimum. Similarly when used the 
size and placement of the outer round perforations 42b are 
varied to suit. 

If desired. the inner round perforations 42a may be 
omitted and only the outer round perforations 42b included. 
If desired. the outer round perforations 42b may be omitted 
and only the inner round perforations 42a included. Regard 
less of which type are used. when a plurality of the inner 
round perforations 42a or outer round perforations 42b (or 
both) are used simultaneously. they are generally disposed 
along the match base 30 so as to form an imaginary straight 
line (not shown) that appears to traverse across the match 
base 30. The match base 30 is weakened where it is 
perforated and is likely to sever across the imaginary straight 
line. 

As is discussed in greater detail hereinbelow. other shapes 
may be used to form specially shaped-perforations (not 
shown) as desired and the preceding discussion appertains 
equally well to any of the specially shaped-perforations. The 
shape of the perforation introduces another variable which 
can a?ect the ease by which the match base 30 can be 
severed or torn apart from the strip 32. The four elements 
that have thus far been disclosed include the size of the 
perforations. the spacing between the perforations. the loca 
tion chosen for the perforations on the match base 30. and 
now the actual shape of the perforations. 
The third match 16 is similar to the ?rst match 12 and the 

second match 14 and accordingly. the above descriptions 
apply. except for the shape of the perforations used. The 
third match 16 includes an inner diamond-shaped perfora 
tion 440 and an outer diamond-shaped perforation 44b on 
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opposite edges of the match base 30. The sharp corners of 
both the inner diamond-shaped perforations 44a and the two 
outer diamond-shaped perforations 44b provide a more 
natural point for tearing to occur and. all other factors being 
equal. result in a match base 30 that is somewhat easier to 
tear apart from the strip 32 than that produced by the 
equivalent use of the inner round perforations 42a and the 
outer round perforations 42b. 
The selection of the shape of the perforation that is to be 

used. as with all of the above elements disclosed. is a 
variable that each manufacturer chooses based upon a con 
sideration of both the ease and the cost of manufacture as 
well as the ease of removal of the match base 30 apart from 
the strip 32 and upon a consideration of the intended market. 
The material that is used for construction of both the match 
base 30 and the strip 32 also affect the variables associated 
with choosing the ideal perforation characteristics. There 
fore the “right" perforation pattern is apt to vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer. For example one manufac 
turer may decide to produce an especially easy-to-tear 
product for those people having special needs. 
As discussed hereinabove. the perforation weakens the 

match base and thereby also serves the purpose of providing 
the imaginary line along which the match base 30 is likely 
to be severed. This is true to some extent even if only one 
perforation is used. This then provides an advantage in that 
by placing the perforation (or perforations) near to the 
remaining end of the match base in as close a proximity to 
the strip 32 as is practical. it can be predicted that each of the 
matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. and 26 will sever at this 
location along the imaginary line thus providing the maxi 
mum length possible for the match base 30. When the match 
base 30 is long. this provides more room for an operator (not 
shown) to grip the match and it helps to keep the ?ame (not 
shown) that forms at the ?ammable match tip 28 disposed as 
far away as possible from the ?ngers (not shown) of the 
operator. This. accordingly. improves safety. 

Prior types of book matches (not shown) are prone to 
sever their respective types of match bases (not shown) at 
various locations along the match bases maldng it dit?cult to 
grip a lighted match having an especially short match base 
(not shown). The present disclosure results in the severed 
match bases 30 having the maximum length possible. This 
not only is safer as discussed hereinabove. but it also helps 
to ensure the maximum possible burn time for each of the 
matches 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22. 24. and 26. This is often 
useful when the operator is trying to ignite an object that is 
not readily combustible. 

Referring now to the ?fth match 20 (The fourth match 18 
is discussed hereinbelow) a row of small perforations 45 that 
are each disposed close together illustrate varying both their 
size and their placement. It is believed that a greater quantity 
of the smaller perforations 45 in close proximity with 
respect to each other help to provide more consistent tear 
characteristics than result from a lesser quantity of larger 
perforations such as when only a couple of the inner round 
perforations 42a and the outer round perforations 42b are 
used. Again. this is a manufacturing decision best left to each 
manufacturer. 

Referring now to the eighth match 26 and also to FIG. 2. 
is shown a front score line 46 and a rear score line 48. each 
respectively disposed on opposite sides of the match base 
30. The rear score line 48 and the front score line 46 are both 
disposed a similar distance away from from the central strip 
32 and are parallel with respect to each other. The front score 
line 46 and the rear score line 48 are either pressed into the 
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6 
match base 30 or are actually cut into the match base 30. The 
front score line 46 and the rear score line 48 provide a 
method of determining where the separation of the match 
base 30 from the strip 30 will occur. which is along the plane 
that is de?ned by the front score line 46 and the rear score 
line 48. In addition the front score line 46 and the rear score 
line 48 provide a method of reducing the amount of force 
that is required to sever the eighth match 26 apart from the 
strip 32. 
To the rear of the eighth match 26 of FIG. 2 is included 

a modi?ed match 26a (The modi?ed match 26a is absent 
from the FIG. 1 drawing.) which includes both the front 
score line 46 and the rear score line 48 (The rear score line 
48 is not visible in this view.) and also an inner diamond 
shaped perforation 44a. The inner diamond-shaped perfo 
ration 44a is disposed along the front score line 46 and 
passes through the match base 30 to the rear score line 48. 
The use of the front score line 46 and the rear score line 48 
in combination with at least one perforation results in the 
modi?ed match 26a that is especially easy to separate apart 
from the strip 32. 
As discussed hereinabove the matchbook cover 34. the 

staple 36. and the abrasive strip 40 are shown in the FIG. 2 
drawing thus providing a partial view of the complete 
assembly of the book of matches 38 with certain of the 
improvements visible. Of course. any of the improvements 
herein disclosed are included. as desired. in the book of 
matches 38. 

Referring now to the sixth match 22 and to the seventh 
match 24 and also to FIG. 3. a front score line 46 only is 
included in the match base 30. This too is an effective way 
to lessen the force required to separate either the sixth match 
22 or the seventh match 24 apart from the strip 32 and also 
to ensure that the separation occurs along the line as de?ned 
by the front score line 46. 
The sixth match 22 is disposed beside the seventh match 

24 and it includes the front score line 46 along with a pair 
of the round inner perforations 42a disposed along the front 
score line 46 and passing through the match base 30. The 
front score line 46 and the pair of the round inner perfora 
tions 42a make separation of the sixth match 22 apart from 
the strip 32 easier than it would be with only the front score 
line 46 or with only the pair of the round inner perforations 
42a. 

Referring now back to FIG. 1 and to the fourth match 18. 
is shown an edge score line 48. The edge score line passes 
entirely through the match base 30 at an edge of the fourth 
match 18 and into the match base 30 a predetermined 
amount. Normally a second edge score line (not shown) 
would be similarly disposed on the opposite edge of the 
match base 30. The edge score line 48 similarly weakens the 
match and encourages the match base 30 to tear at this 
location. When the edge score line 48 is used in conjunction 
with the second edge score line. the imaginary line is once 
again formed increasing the likelihood that the match base 
30 will sever at this location. 

There is included the outer diamond-shaped perforation 
44b that is disposed on the opposite edge of the match base 
30 away from the edge score line 48. This is to illustrate that 
the outer diamond-shaped perforations 44b can also be made 
to serve as a modi?ed type an edge score line (not shown) 
if desired. Again. each manufacturer can best decide from 
amongst the methods herein disclosed and from possible 
modi?cations made thereto which should now be obvious to 
those having ordinary skill in the art. which method is most 
appropriate for their particular products. 
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The invention has been shown. described and illustrated 
in substantial detail with reference to the presently preferred 
embodiment. It will be understood by those skilled in this art 
that other and further changes and modi?cations may be 
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention which is de?ned by the claims appended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A book of matches. comprising: 
(a) a plurality of matches. each of said plurality of 

matches including a ?ammable match tip attached to a 
?rst end of a match base. said match base having a 
remaining end disposed opposite to said ?rst end; 

(b) a central strip. each of said plurality of matches 
attached at a remaining end of said match base to said 
central strip; 

(c) a matchbook cover. said central strip attached to said 
matchbook cover; and 

(d) means for facilitating the removal of each of said 
plurality of matches apart from said central strip. said 
means included with said match base and wherein said 
means for facilitating includes at least one score line 
disposed in said match base and at least one perforation 
passing through said match base and disposed along 
said at least one score line wherein said at least one 
score line includes a second score line. said second 
score line being disposed on an opposite side of said 
match base with respect to said at least one score line 
and parallel with respect thereto. 

2. A book of matches. comprising: 
(a) a plurality of matches. each of said plurality of 

matches including a ?ammable match tip attached to a 
?rst end of a match base. said match base having a 
remaining end disposed opposite to said ?rst end; 

(b) a central strip. each of said plurality of matches 
attached at a remaining end of said match base to said 
central strip; 

(c) a matchbook cover. said central strip attached to said 
matchbook cover; and 

((1) means for facilitating the removal of each of said 
plurality of matches apart from said central strip. said 
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means included with said match base and including at 
least one perforation passing through said match base 
and wherein said means for facilitating the removal 
includes at least one edge score line in said match base. 

3. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein said at least 
one perforation includes a plurality of said perforations. 

4. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein said at least 
one perforation is contained entirely within said match base. 

5. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein a portion of 
said at least one perforation affects an edge of said match 
base. 

6. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein said at least 
one pm'foration is of a predetermined con?guration. 

7. The book of matches of claim 6 wherein said con?gua 
tion produces a hole having a generally round shape thereto. 

8. The book of matches of claim 6 wherein said configu 
ration produees a hole having a generally diamond-shape 
thereto. 

9. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein said at least 
one perforation includes a plurality of perforations. 

10. The book of matches of claim 9 wherein said plurality 
of perforations are disposed a predetermined distance with 
respect to each other. 

11. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein said means 
for facilitating the removal includes at least one score line 
disposed in said match base. 

12. The book of matches of claim 11 wherein said least 
one score line is pressed into said match base. 

13. The book of matches of claim 11 wherein said least 
one score line is cut into said match base. 

14. The book of matches of claim 11 wherein said at least 
one score line includes a second score line. said second score 
line being disposed on an opposite side of said match base 
with respect to said at least one score line and parallel with 
respect thereto. 

15. The book of matches of claim 2 wherein at least one 
staple is used to attach said central ship to said matchbook 
cover. 

16. The book of matches of claim 1 wherein said edge 
score line includes a predetermined size and shape. 

***** 


